ST. LOUIS OPEN - 1999
Round Fourteen
Toss-Up Questions by Raj Dhuwalia
1.

As a young man, this author wanted to be the Whitman of his country, but his writing style would
ultimately follow a different path. After a head injUly in 1938, he composed a short story to prove that
he could still write; the result was Pierre Menard, Aut/lOr of the Quixote, the style of which is a
prelude to his collections of short stOIies and parables. Some of his favorite literary motifs include the
mirror, the compass, and the labyrinth. FTP, name this author of The Garden ofForking Paths and
Labyrinths.
Answer: Jorge Luis Borges

2.

In physics, this telm can be used to refer to the diminution of light via scattering and absorption by the
medium. In Pavlovian psychology, it refers to the gradual diminution in strength or rate of response
when the unconditioned stimulus or reinforcement is withheld. In the late 18th century, the term was
applied to biology, its most familiar context, by Baron George Cuvier. FTP, name the common
scientific tel111 which in biology refers to the fate of the passenger pigeon, the dodo, and the great auk.
Answer: extinction (prompt on extinct or extinguish)

3.

This ship was the tlagship of a tleet canying about 700 emigrants to the American colonies. It was
aboard this tlagship that settlers first heard the selmon A Model ofChristian Charity, in which John
Winthrop set out the ideals of community that would shape the Massachusetts Bay Colony. FTP,
identify this tlagship which set sail from England on April 8, 1630, and whose name resembles that of
a great militalY triumph for Alexander the Great.
Answer: Arbella

4.

Historically, he was a German minnesinger, probably Bavarian by birth, and sixteen of his lyrics have
survived, including the Buszlied or Song ofRepentance . His lyrics may have led to his status in
folklore as hero of a Teutonic legend of the Venusberg, a region near the Wartburg in the Thuringian
Forest. In a 16th-centUlY ballad, he escapes the snares of Venus with help from Our Lady, but is
refused papal absolution until the budding of his staff, which indicates divine grace. FTP, name this
13th-centUlY knight and minnesinger, whose legend provided the SOUl-ce material for an 1845 opera by
Richard Wagner.
Answer: Tannhauser

5.

There are four species of these gray and tan rodents, which are about 5 inches long with very short
tails. Two of the four species, the black-footed and the brown, are found in arctic North America. But
only the Norway species practices the famous mass migrations at four-year intervals, when
overpopulation has led to scarcity and overcrowding of habitat. FTP, identify these rodents who will
band together in search of food, often dying by the thousand when they plunge from a cliff or try to
swim the sea as if it were a river.
Answer: lemmings (accept lemmus)

6.

Many aspects of this woman's life remained mysterious even after the publication of her 1956
autobiography The Heart Has Its Reasons. She was born in June 1896 in Pennsylvania, and in 1916
she married a rather sadistic naval officer. Yet from this unspectacular beginning, she would be named
Time lvfagazine's Woman of the Year at age 40. The award stemmed from her romance with a man
she first met in 1931 during her second maniage, a man who happened to be a prince. FTP, name this
American woman who, in 1937, married a former king of England.

Answer: Bessie Wallis Warfield Simpson (accept Wallis Warfield or Wallis Spencer; prompt on
Duchess of Windsor)
7.

Einstein called this man's work intellectual "mother's milk" for a generation of physicists. In one
experiment, this scientist whirled seated volunteers with paper bags on their heads in a rotating
machine; he found that they lost the sense of being in a spin, which demonstrated the subjectivity of
perception. Today, his name is best known from his 1887 schlieren photography of a bullet fired
through two fine wires stretched across a sooty glass tube, photographs in which the bullet's shock
wave was visible. FTP, name this Austrian psychologist and physicist who labeled the speed of the
first shock wave.
Answer: Ernst Mach

8.

They first appear in history in the 9th century AD, terrorizing Europe and defeating Svatopluk of
Moravia. Though these horsemen were expelled from the Urals in 895 C.E., and despite the death of
their chieftain Arpad in 907, they destroyed the Moravian empire and attacked German and Italian
telTitories for 50 years, until their defeat at Lechfeld in 955. By then, they were well settled in a
central European plain along the Danube, where they have remained ever since. FTP, identify this
group, whose name also refers to the primary language spoken in Miskole, Debrecen, and Budapest.
Answer: Magvars (prompt on Hungarians; do not accept Huns)

9.

It was founded in 1594 on a group of six islands. It grew as a commercial city, and after 1868 it
developed rapidly as an industrial and militmy center. Located on the delta of the Ota River, its soils
were velY fertile, and it also became an important pOli and shipbuilding area. The runner who lit the
torch at the 1964 Olympics was from this city, as was a recent Nobel Plize-winning author. FTP,
name this city in southern Honshu, whose popUlation of over 300,000 was reduced by a large fraction
on a single day in 1945.
Answer: Hiroshima

10. This constellation contains no stars as bright as magnitude 3.5, but it does include a distinctive asterism
known as the Circlet, which is near the Great Squm·e of Pegasus. In myth, it represents the forms of
Venus and Cupid, who escaped the monster Typhon by disguising themselves and jumping into the
Euphrates. FTP, name this zodiac constellation which is found near Cetus, Andromeda, and Aquarius.
Answer: Pisces (do not accept Piscis Austrinus or Piscis Australis)
11. His early works, such as his 1908 Passacaglia, reflect the lich scoring and heavy chromaticism typical
of the postrommltic style. He expelimented with sparse textures and small ensembles, and in his 1924
work Three Spiritual Folksongs, he adopted Schoenberg's 12-tone system. In the next few years, he
extended the concept of pitch serialization to rhythm, dynamics, and tone color as well. FTP, name
this Austrian composer and member of the Viennese tlio along with Amold Schoenberg and Alban
Berg.
Answer: Anton von Webem
12. His credits include The Care Bears Afovie, Silent Night, Deadly Night, Part 5, and The Magic of
Lassie. Fortunately , there were brighter moments among his over 200 films, such as National Velvet,
Breakfast at Tiffany's, Pete's Dragon, If Callie Uponfhe Midnighf Clear, and Boys Town. If that didn't
help, another list associated with him is A va, Betty Jane, Martha, Elaine, Barbara Ann, Marge,
Carolyn, and Jan, his 8 wives. FTP, name this diminutive actor bom Joe Yule, Jr., whose first film
appearance was in 1926 and who recently appeared in Babe: Pig infhe Cily.
Answer: Mickey Roonev
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13. This pmple compound can be used to fight opium poisoning, as it oxidizes opium, but it has also been
used as a poison; 10-20 grams is a fatal dose. It was used in the 1930s to induce ab0l1ion, and many
men have avoided military service by ingesting enough to simulate a gashic ulcer, or by holding it
against their skin to simulate the lesions of terti my syphilis. In clystalline fOlm, it has been used in
explosives and in rocket fuel. Other uses include titrations, cocaine refining, and water treatment for
koi ponds and aqumiums. In all of these uses, it is infamous for the velY persistent purple or brown
stains it leaves on skin and clothing. rTP, identify this versatile compound with chemical formula
KMn04 .
Answer: potassium pelmanganate (accept KMn04 before it appears in the question)
14. It is a large nation of deselts and plateaus, populated mostly by nomadic peoples until the 1930s, when
the nomads were forcibly settled on collectivized fmms and over a million died. Its ethnicity was then
diluted by Kremlin policy, such that 46 percent of its population today is of Russian OIigin. For
decades, Soviet nuclear testing wrecked its environment; however, its last Soviet nuclear missile was
detonated in 1995, and its last ballistic missile silo was tom down in 1996. Its economic future looks
blight because of vast oil reserves near its boundmy with the eastem shore of the Caspian Sea. FTP,
name this largest nation in Central Asia which, in 1998, moved its capital to Astana from Almaty.
Answer: Kazakhstan (prompt on Kazakh SSR or variants)
IS. There moe three orders of them: flyers, walkers, and divers. Before the 7th centmy, they were described
as hairy and malfOimed, or else shaped as ostriches, serpents, and other animals. In the Mohammedan
system, they were created from "subtle fire," and they have the power of putting on any form they
please, but none grosser than the essence of fire and smoke. Though some are good, the bad ones work
in close association with Iblis and the Fallen Angels. FTP, who are these haunting-demons of the
desel1s and wildemess from Arabian myth?
Answer: Djinn (accept Djinn, Djinni, linni or linnivah)
16. Its DNA sequence consists of about 4.64 million base pairs on 4300 genes, with about IS percent
genetic overlap with human DNA. Despite its public reputation, it is quite valuable in biochemistry; it
can make millions of copies of inselted DNA segments, which are then separated by gel
electrophoresis. Most of the hundreds of known strains of it are hmmless, but the 0 IS7:H7 strain is
highly toxic to humans. As few as 10 individual bacteria of0157:H7 can cause infection, resulting in
severe abdominal pains, dimThea, and sometimes death. FTP, name this bacterial organism which is
notorious for recently infecting and killing people who have ingested lake water or undercooked meat.
Answer: E. coli or Eschelichia coli
17. This author's greatest inlluence on modem literature delives from his ability to translate sensation into
poetic language. He wrote in many litermy 1'Ol1ns during his career: essays for the newspaper Tribuna,
plays such as Le lIIarlyre de Saint Sebastien and Francesca da Rilllini, novels such as II Fuoco, and
volumes of poeuy such as the 1882 Camo Nuevo. He served with distinction in World War One, and
after the war he won notoriety by leading soldiers to occupy Fiume in defiance of the Allied powers.
FTP, name this writer who was an outspoken advocate of Italian fascism until his death in 1938.
Answer: Gabriele D'Annunzio
18. It first appeared in the 1837 work Recherches sur de probabilile des judglllents. It describes the
probability that a random event will occur in a time or space interval, under the conditions that the
probability of the event OCCUlTing is velY small, but the number of hials is so large that the event does
actually occur a few times. FTP, identify this distribution, named for a French mathematician, where
the probability function equals e to the negative lambda, times lambda to the x, divided by x factorial.
Answer: Poisson distribution
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19. Chemists who worked for it include Domangk, I-laber, Hofmann, Ehrlich, Bergius, and Bosch. It was
formed in 1904, with Cassella, Kalle, and Hoechst in one ring, and AGF A, BASF, and Bayer in
another ring; these rings were merged into one cartel in 1916, then into one corporation of the same
name in 1925. It built powed'ul alliances with such cOIporations as Siemens, Shell, DuPont, Dow, and
Mitsui of Japan, giving it worldwide power in all areas of applied organic chemistry, ranging from
sulfa dmgs to dyes. FTP, name this cOIporation, which in WWII produced nearly all of Gelmany's
explosives, oils, synthetic lUbber, plastics, and poison gas.
Answer: IGFarben or Interessengemeinschaft Farben A.G . (accept close variants; prompt on Bayer or
BASF in first sentence)
[NOTE TO MODERATOR: KEEP QUESTION 20 AS 20 th TOSS-UP]
20. All of the first nineteen toss-up answers from this round are mentioned or discussed in this novel. It
features a complex weaving of many plots, and a cast of several hundred characters including Horst
Achtfaden, Sammy Hilbert-Spaess, Byron the Bulb, Geli Tripping, Greta Erdmann, Katje Borgesius,
Enzian, and Tyrone Slothrop. The main action begins when the first V-2 rockets strike London, and in
the ensuing months, Slothrop and countless others pursue the elusive Rocket 00000 all over the Zone.
The novel, published in 1973, has won many awards, but of course the author has never been there to
collect them . FTP, name this 760-page novel by Thomas Pynchon.
Answer: Gravirv's RainbolV (prompt on Pvnchon before "this novel")
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ST. LOUIS OPEN - 1999
Round Fourteen
Bonus Questions by Roger S. Blum

1.

Given a list of paintings, identify the m1 museum that contains those paintings FTPE.
a)

The Jewish Bride; The Night Watch; Maidselvant Pouring Milk
Answer: Rijksmuseum

b)

Birth oJ Venus ; The Battle oJSan Romano; Madonna oJthe Goldjinch
Answer: Uffizi

c)

The Maids ojHonor, Third ojMay, 1808; The Spinners
Answer: Museo del Prado

2.

Identify the following tribal peoples given a description FTPE.
a)

This tJibe once controlled the trans-Saharan caravan routes. They speak a Berber language,
Tamarshak, and distinguish among nobles, vassals, and serfs. Men - not women - wear a
headdress and veil as social status is detelmined through mallilineal descent.
Answer: Tuareg

b)

The sweet potato provides the staple food supply for these Polynesian islanders who are native to
New Zealand. Their gods include Tane-mahuta, lord of the forest; and Tangaroa, a Polynesian
ocean god.
Answer: Maori

c)

Family life is communal and shamans hold much prestige among these native people of Brazil,
Paraguay, UlUguay, and Argentina. Most present-day Paraguayans have some ancestJy from this
tribe.
Answer: Guarani

3.

Identify these works of Russian literature FTPE, or FFPE if you need the author.
a)

(10 points) This novel details life in a plison for people who cmlY on scientific research while
serving long terms. It traces three days in the life ofInnokenty Artemyevich Vologin, and the
hero Nerzhin is based on the author.
(5 points) Alekandr Solzhenitsyn
Answer: The First Circle

b)

(10 points) Khlestakov, a lUn-of-the-mill civil servant from St. Petersburg, is stranded in a small
provincial town. He poses as a govemment ofticial until he is discovered by the townspeople, but
plUdently leaves town.
(5 points) Nikolay Gogol
Answer: The Inspector General
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c)

(10 points) Nikolay Stavrogin, a nihilist, indulges in clime and debauchery and infects Shatov and
Kirilov with ideas in which he himself does not believe. He accepts the love of Marya, who is
murdered at the novels end. Shatov and Kirilov commit suicide.
(5 points) Fyodor Dostoyevsky
Answer: The Possessed

4.

Identify the fol1owing concerning the discovery of quarks FTPE.
a)

FFPE, identify the two Amelican physicists who independently theorized the existence of quarks,
one of which received the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1969.
Answer: MUlTay Gell-Mann and George Zweig

b)

Eight types of these particles mediate the attractive force among quarks. They are exchanged via
the strong nuclear force .
Answer: gluons

c)

The study of gluons and their exchange between the three colors and six flavors of quarks has
acquired this colorful two-word name.
Answer: quantum chromodynamics (prompt on OCD)

5.

IdentifY the fol1owing conceming a certain conspiracy in American history FTSNOP.
a)

(15 points) This Irish-bom soldier of f0l1une was recruited by the Continental Almy in 1777 and
was given the rank of bligadier general. He was made a major general and inspector general by
the end of the year. It was after al1 this when he became involved in the conspiracy that bears his
name.
Answer: Thomas Conway

b)

(5 points) The Conway Cabal was a loosely organized group with the goal of replacing this
commander in chief of the Continental Am1Y .
Answer: George Washington

c)

(10 points) The Conway Cabal wanted to replace General Washington with this other Amelican
general.
Answer: Horatio Gates

6.

Given a Mexican state, identifY its capital city FTPE.
a)

Quintana Roo
Answer: Chetumal

b)

Baja Califomia
Answer: Mexicali

c)

Chiapas
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Answer: Tuxtla
7.

Given a desCIiption, identify the Platonic dialogue FTPE.
a)

In this dialogue, Socrates is stopped by a friend who is to contest against his father in court for
murdeling a slave. The dialogue concems the divinity of the gods and the origin of morality and
goodness.
Answer: Euthvphro

b)

This dialogue is concemed with all fOims of love: PhaedlUs treats it mythically, Pausanias
sophistically, Agathon poetically, and Aristophanes comically. The dialogue ends with AIcibiades
praising Socrates for his view of intellectual love.
Answer: Symposium

c)

The doctIine of ideas and the theOl}' of reminiscence are the most important ideas in this dialogue,
as Socrates' pupils discuss the possibility of imm0l1ality during final hours of his life.
Answer: Phaedo

8.

Given a descliption, identify the following parts of T.S. Eliot's Four Quartets FTSNOP.
a)

(5 points) This is the first poem of Four Quartets and is set in a house with a rose garden in which
children are playing.
Answer: Burnt Norton

b)

(10 points) This poem is named for a group of rocks off the coast of Massachusetts, where Eliot
lived as a boy; the poem also has descliptions of the Mississippi River and St. Louis.

Answer: The Dry Salva~es
c)

(5 points) This poem is named for the village in England from which Eliot's ancestors set out for
the New World. It begins with the famous line, "In my beginning is my end."
Answer: East Coker

d)

(10 points) This is a wm1ime poem with references to the English Civil War alongside the
bombing of London during World War II. It was inspired by the religious community and chapel
from which the poem delives its name.
Answer: Little Giddill'$

9.

Identify these women of mathematics FIPE.
a)

She wrote a cOl11mentmy Ptolemy 's Almagest, Euclid's Elements, Diophantus' Aritllllletiea, and
Apollonius' Callies . This Alexandlian is probably the first woman to make a substantial
contIibution to mathematics.
Answer: Hypatia of Alexandlia

b)

Originally plarming a cm·eer in teaching languages, she switched to the mathematics. Hilbert and
Klein obtained a position for her on the faculty of the University of Gottingen. Her namesake
theorem proves a relationship between symmetries in physics and conservation principles.
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Answer: Emmy Noether
c)

This rear admiral in the u.s. Navy coined the telm "bug" to refer to an unknown programming
computer eITOr. She also devised the first English language compilers into computer
programmII1g.
Answer: Grace Hopper

10. Identify the following members of the House of Orange FTSNOP.
a)

(5 points) Considered the first stadt holder, this mler of the Netherlands was given the title "The
Silent." He was the first mler of the Dutch Republic.
Answer: William of Orange or William I

b)

(10 points) This second son of William of Orange succeeded his brother, Philip William, and
became the stadtholder in 1618.
Answer: Maurice of Nassau

c)

(15 points) William III, the last member of the House of Orange, died without a proper heir. The
title passed to this man in 1702, the count of Nassau-Dietz, whose claim to the throne was
disputed by Fredellck I of Pmssia.
Answer: Jolm William Friso

11. Identify these Spanish composers from bller descllptions FTPE.
a)

This recently deceased composer and pupil of Dubs can be considered one of the centUIY 's
greatest one-hit wonders, known best for his Concier{o de Aranjuez.
Answer: Joaquin Rodgrio

b)

This Spanish composer's intluence can be heard in the work of Rodrigo, and was himself
inlluenced by Grieg. He composed such works as the opera La Vida Breve and Noches ell los
jardines de Espaiia, but he is best known for his work EI sombreros de (res picos.
Answer: Manuel de Falla

c)

A student of Felipe Peru·ell, like Falla, this composer was interested in creating Spanish
nationalistic music. His desires culminated in the twelve-pati piano suite Iberia.
Answer: Isaac Albeniz

12. Identify this spolis figure, 30-20-10.
a)

He coached the San Diego Conquistadores of the American Basketball Association during the
1973-74 season.

b)

He averaged 14.8 points per game during the 1972 season, which was the second lowest of his
career. This occulTed while playing alongside Happy Hairston, Gail GOOdllch, and Jerry West.

c)

Among his basketball records are most games with 50 or more points; the most seasons leading
the league in lield goal percentage; the most free tlu·ows attempted; and the most rebounds. He
finished his career with 31,419 points, a mark eclipsed only by Kareem Abdul-Jabbar.
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Answer: Wilt Chamberlain
13. Given a descliption, identify the type of metrical foot FFPE and five-point bonus for all correct.
a)

A metrical foot of tlu'ee sy llables, the first two unaccented and the last accented.
Answer: anapest

b)

A metrical foot of two syllables, the first accented and the second unaccented.
Answer: trochee

c)

A metrical foot of two syllables, both accented.
Answer: spondee

d)

A metrical foot of three syllables, the first accented and the last t,vo unaccented.
Answer: Qngyl

e)

A metrical foot of two syllables, the first unaccented and the second accented.
Answer: iamb

14. Given a description, identify these divisions of Paleozoic era FTPE.
a)

Lasting from 290 million to 240 million years ago, this period was named for a village in eastern
Russia. I laughed when I read the statement, "It was a time of widespread crustal unrest."
Continents were raised from the seas and Europe and Asia became joined.
Answer: Pennian period

b)

This period lasted from 500 million to 435 million years ago. It was named for a Welsh tribe. A
few fonns ofplimitive life appeared on land, mostly bun"Owing invertebrates. The Taconics and
the Appalachians fonned dw-ing this period.
Answer: Ordovician peliod

c)

This period lasted from 435 million to 410 million years ago. Named for an early Brittanic tribe,
the continents were divided into the supercontinent Gondwanaland, North Amelica, Ew-ope, and
Asia. The first j awed fish and the first telTestlial insects appeared dUling this period.
Answer: Silurian period

15. Identify the following conceming the histOlY of the Panama Canal FTPE.
a)

During the late 1870s, a plivate French company won a concession from Colombia to build a
canal in Panama. Identify the French engineer who was in charge of this failed venture, the same
man who had overseen construction of the Suez Canal.
Answer: Ferdinand de Lesseps

b)

This 190 I treaty with Britain superseded the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty of 1850 and said that the
United States could undertake the building of the Panama Canal alone.
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Answer: Hay-Pauncefote Treaty
c)

In 1977, President Carter signed a treaty with this Panamanian leader, which relinquished control
of the Panama Canal to Panama by the end of 1999.
Answer: General Omar TOiTijos Hen·era

16. Given a hero from Greek mythology, identify that hero's son FTPE.
a)

Hektor
Answer: Ast)' anax

b)

Achilles
Answer: Neoptolemus

c)

Aeneas
Answer: Ascanius

17. Identify the following conceming the founding of Buddhism FTSNOP.
a)

(5 points) This greatest maharaja of the MaUl}'a dynasty in India adopted Buddhism as the official
religion and propagated its spread throughout most of the Indian subcontinent.
Answer: Ashoka

b)

(10 points) This disciple of the Buddha was the founder of Buddhism.
Answer: Kasyapa

c)

(15 points) This semilegendaI}' Indian Buddhist monk was 28 th in the line of transmission from
Kasyapa to receive the teachings of the Buddha. He is best known for founding the Zen school of
Buddhism.
Answer: BodhidhaIma

18. Identify the following about Christopher Isherwood given a description FTSNOP.
a)

(5 points) Isherwood collaborated on four verse plays with this Irish playwright who wrote the
libretti for many of Stravinsk-y's works.
Answer: W.H. Auden

b)

(15 points) IdentitY anyone of the four verse plays on \vhich Isherwood collaborated with W.H
Auden.
Answer: The Dor: Beneath the Skin, The Ascent ofF6, On the Frontier, or Journey to a War

c)

(10 points) This Cluistopher Isherwood novel is set in Berlin during Hitler's lise to power. It is
the StOI}, of the naITator's innocent friendship with the title character, who is selling information to
Fascists and foreigners.
Answer: ]vir. Norris Chanr:es Trains
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19. Identify the following conceming bud:yballs FISNOP.
a)

(5 points) Identify anyone of the tlu·ee scientists who discovered buckminstelfullerenes and
shared the 1996 Nobel Prize in ChemistlY for doing so.
Answer: Richard Smalley, Robert Curl, or Harold Kroto

b)

(10 points) Carbon 60 is the most abundant form ofbuckminstelfullerene. IdentifY the second
most common type, a different isotope.
Answer: carbon 70 or C70

c)

(15 points) Buckyballs doped with tlu·ee atoms of this element have shown surprising tendencies
towards superconductivity . Identify this alkali metal.
Answer: potassium or K

20. Given a monarch of France, identify the dynasty that monarch belonged to FFPE.
a)

Louis IX
Answer: Capetian

b)

John the Good or John II
Answer: Valois

c)

Charles the Fat or Charles III
Answer: Carolingian

d)

Charles X
Answer: Bourbon

e)

Louis Philippe
Answer: Orleans

f)

Louis the Quanelsome or Louis X
Answer: Capetian

2l. Given a nation, identify the political pruiy that currently holds power in that country FIPE.
a)

South Aflica
Answer: ANC or Aflican National Congress

b)

India
Answer: BJP or Bharaliya .Tanala Party

c)

Canada
Answer: Liberal Party
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